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Causes and Consequences of the First World War and the Russian Revolutions 
 

What were the main countries involved in WWI and how were they aligned? 

Why did the United States finally enter the war? 

Why did Russia withdraw from the war? 

What role did the Alliance system play in causing WWI? 

What were the particular domestic issues of the main participants of WWI that contributed to the outbreak 

of WWI? 

How did colonialism contribute to the outbreak of WWI? How was it affected by the war? 

How did military expansion contribute to WWI? 

What were other possible causes of WWI? 

Give a general overview of the specific events leading up to WWI. Do the same for the period 1914-18. 

What were the few most pivotal battles of WWI? What was battle like in WWI? 

What was the cost of WWI in human casualties? Was this evenly spread among the countries? Was it 

evenly spread between military and civilian victims? 

How was war viewed before WWI? How did this view change after WWI? 

What nation, if any, was most responsible for WWI? 

Who were the main victorious powers involved in making the peace treaties with the various defeated 

nations in Paris after WWI? Who were these nations' leaders? 

What were the terms of the Treaty of Versailles? 

How did WWI affect gender relations after soldiers returned home? 

What did WWI mean for the relative influence of the United States in the world? 

What was the connection between WWI and the League of Nations? 

What was Woodrow Wilson's Fourteen Points? 

What were the causes of the Russian Revolution? What were the major groups involved? 

What was the connection between Russia's involvement in WWI and the Russian Revolution? 

What are the February Revolution and the October Revolution? 

Who are the main figures involved in the Russian Revolution? 

What are Bolsheviks and how do they differ from Mensheviks? 

What type of government was instituted after the Russian Revolution? How did it differ from Western 

European liberal democracies? 
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